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number concept. The behaviors thus specified

comprise an operational definition of the num-

ber concept in the form of concrete perform-

ances, which, taken together, permit the infer-

ence that the child has an abstract concept of

TASK ANALYSIS IN CURRICULUM DES/GN 681

number. Some of the behaviors relate directly

to the mathematical-psychological definition of

number; others are associated with common

symbols for numbers. These behaviors comprise

the actual objectives of the curriculum.

Unit 10

Numerals to 20 t

----)

t----

t----
I Counting to 20 r

I
I
I

t

Addition and

Subtraction
Equations

Unit 8

Seriation and

Ordinal Position

Unit 6

Unit 7

Addition and

Subtraction

Unit 5

Comparison
of Sets

Unit 4

Numerals to 10

Unit 3

Numerals to 5
Counting and

One-to-one
Correspondence to 10

Unit 2

Counting and

One-to-one
Correspondence to 5

Unit 1

Fig. 1. Hierarchical sequence of inuoductory mathematics units'

t

t Unit 9
I

I
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There are eight units in the introductory

curriculum, each made up of a seties of specific

objectives. Units 1 and 2 cover counting skills

to 10, and simple comparison of sets by one-to-

one correspondence. Units 3 and 4 covet the use

of numerals. Units 1 and 6 include mote com-

plex processes of comparing and ordering sets.

Unit 7 introduces the processes of addition and

subtraction, while Unit 8 uses equations to

establish more sophisticated understanding of
partition and combination of sets. The number-

ing of the units is for reference purposes, and

does not imply a linear order of instruction.

Figure 1 shows the pattern of hierarchical re-

lationships among the units and the order in

which they can be presented without skipping

prerequisites. Two higherJevel units (9 and

use of written numerals (Units 3 and' 4) is

treated as a separate group of objectives, largely

because of classroom and experimental evidence

that counting is learned eadier than written-
numeral presentation and that trutg-O"
numerals is easier once counting is-well-e-stab-

lished (\frang, Resnick, and Boozer, 1971).
'Tr.Ut. 1 lists the objectives that comprise the

current curriculum. Each objective listed defines

a terminal objective of the cutriculum-an
objective deemed important enough to be sub-

jected to direct measurement in assessment of

the child's progress through the curriculum'

10), which are not discussed or analyzed in the )
present paper, are also shown in the figure, be- J

cause knowledge of the position of these units concepts

etc Such skills and

afe AS

for full
not

can

be before or with
curriculum. ,r

ANALYSIS AND SEQUENCING OF
THE OBJECTIVES

The ordering of objectives within each unit
is based on detailed analyses of each task. These

analyses are designed to reveal component and

prerequisite behaviors for each terminal objec-

tive, both as a basis for sequencing the objectives

and to provide suggestions for teaching a given

objective to children who are experiencing

dfficulty. The detailed analyses identify many

behaviors that are not paft of the formal cur-

riculum, but which undedie the stated objectives

and may need to be taught explicitly to some

children.
difier with

in the hierarchy is necessary for interpretation

of the empirical data presented later in the

papef.

In determining possible teaching sequences,

the charts are read from the bottom up. The
earliest units appear at the bottom and are con-

si&red prerequisite to those appearing above

and connected by a line. Unit 1, for example,

is prerequisite to 2 and 3; and 3 is prerequisite

to 4. Unia 2 and,3, however, have no prerequi-

site relation to each other, and can be taught in
either order. Unit 5 has two prerequisites, 2 and

4, and. according to this analysis would not nor-

mally be taught until both of these units were

mastered.

The division of the curriculum into units was

based on considerations of educational practice

rather than on mathematical theory or analysis.

fn general, the aim was to establish units that

would maximize the child's experience of suc-

cess and also make for relative ease of admin-

istration in an individualized classroom. These

criteria explain, for example, the decision to
break the initial intoduction of counting skills

into two units, one for sets up to five (Unit 1),

and the second for sets up to 10 (Unit 2). The

.gf rtq"l"r". ..I", tjead.,h
"classification and language"

orsatization These differences

provide the basis for ordering
between tasks

tasks according

Q ,3,,?

2 shows the hierarchical relationship

the specific objectives in each unit. The
in our classrd6-ms

I
t
t
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Unita 1 and 2 Units 3 and 4

Unit 5 Unit 6

Unit 7 Unit I

683

D

Fig. 2. Hierarchical sequence of individual objectives, by unit.
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Table 1

Objectives of the Curriculum

Uni* 1 and 2: Counting and, One-to-One Conespondencee

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

hF.
$'

'r\'o c'
\\r
NH.

I.

The child can recite the numerals in order.
Given a set of moveable objects, the chitd can count the objects, moving them out of
the set as he counts.
Given a fixed ordered set of objects, the child can counr the objects.
Given a fixed unordered set of objects, the child can count the objects.
Given a numeral stated and a set of obiects, the child can count out a subset of stated size.
Given a numeral stated and several sets of 6xed objects, the child can select a set of size
indicated by numeral.
Given two sets of objects, the child can pair objects and state whether the sets are
equivalent.
Given two unequal sets of objects, the child can pair objects and state v/hich set has more.
Given two unequal sets of objects, the child car pair objects and state which ser has less.v

(., UW and,4: Nurneral,sb

A. Given two sets of numerals, the child can match the numerals.
n B. Given a numeral stated and a set of printed numerals, the child can select the stated

\- numeral.

; C. Given a numeral (written), the child can read the numeral.
\t D. Given several sets of objects and several numerals, the child can match numerals with

appropriate sets.

E. Given two numerals (written), the child cafl state which shows more (less).
F. Given a set of numerals, the child can place them in order.
G. Given numerals stated, the child can write the numeral.

Unit 5: Com.parison of Sets

A. Given two sets of objects, the child can count sets and state which has more objects or
that sets have same number.

B. Given two sets of objects, the child can count sets and state which has less objects.
C. Given a set of objects and a numeral, the child can state which shows more (less).
D. Given a numeral and several sets of objects, the child can select sets which are more (less)

than the numeral; given a set of objects and several numerals, the chitd can select numerals
which show more (less) than the set of objects.

E. Given two rows of objects (not paired), the child can state which row has more regardless
of arangement.

F. Given three sets of objects, the child can coulrt sets and state which has most (Ieast).

Unit 6: Seriation and, Ord.inal Position

A. Given three objects of diflerent sizes, the child can select the largest (smallest).
B. Given objects of graduated sizes, the child can seriate according to size.
C. Given several sets of objects, the child can seriare the sets according to size.
D. Given ordered set of objects, the child can name the ordinal position of the objects.

Uni,t 7: Add.i.tion, and. Subtracti.on (tums to 10)

A. Given two numbers stated, set of objects, and directions to add, the child can add the
numbers by counting out two subsets then combining and stating combined number as
sum.

B. Given two numbers stated, set of objects, and directions to subtract, the child can couflt
out smaller subset from larger and state remainder.

C. Given two numbers stated, number line, and directions to add, the child can use the
number line to determine smq

aUnit 1 involves sets of up to five objects; wit2 involves sets of up to 10 objects.
bUnit 3 involves numerals and sets of up to five obiects; unit 4 involves numerals and sets

of up to 10 objects.



to complexity, and thus for predicting optimal

instructional sequences. The detailed rationale

for such sequencing will be described in the'

following sections, which discuss each of the'

units in some detail' Figures showing the de-

tailed analyses of some of the objectives are in-

cluded in order to exemplify the method of

analysis. The futl set of analyses are available

from the authors.2

To interpret the figures that follow, it is

necessary to understand the procedures followed

in performing the analyses and the conventions

used in displaying them. In each of Figures 3

to 14, the top box contains a statement of the

objective being analyzed. In this box, and

throughout the analysis charts, the entry above

the line describes the stimulus situation with

which the child wilt be presented, and the entry

below the line describes the child's response'

Thus, in Figure 3, box Ia should be read as,

"Giuen a set of movable objects, tbe cbi'ld' can

'\frt," to Lauren B. Resnick requesting a copy of
"Behavior Analysis and Curriculum Design: A
Hierarchically Sequenced Introductory Mathematics

Curriculum," Learning Research and Development
Center, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa' A
charge of $1.00 covers the cost of printiag and han-

dling.

68'

count objects, moving them out of set as he

counts". Box IIIa would be read, "Gioen a set'

of objects, the child, can synchtonize touching

an object and saying a word". Adherence to this

coovention assures that each box in the analysis

will contain a behaviorally defined task, one that

can be tested by direct observation'

The first step in performing an analysis is to

describe in as much detail as possible the actual

steps involved in skilled performance of the

,"rk. Th. analyses generated share certain fea-

tures of "process models" used in studies o{

computer simulation of thinking (see Newell

and Simon, 7972; Klahr and \Vallace, 7970),

but are less formalized. The results of this "com-

ponent analysis" are shown in level II of each

chart. The the boxes in-

dicate of
lt 15

sometlmes and cov-

AS task. The

arfows the boxes indicate that com-

ponent behaviors are performed in a temporal

sequence. Sometimes (e.8', Figpte 3) there are

"loops" in the chain, indicating that it is neces-

sary to recycle through some of the steps several

TASK ANALTS/S 1I{ CURRICULUM DES/GN

D. Given two numbers stated, number line, and directions to subtract' the child can use

number line to subtract.
f. ffiffiaaition and subtraction word problems, the child can solve the problems'

F. Given written addition and subtraction problems in form: x or x; the child can com-

plete the problems. lf -Y
G. Given addition and subtraction problems in form: x -l- y = E' or x'- Y = E; the child

can complete the equations.

tlnit B: Ad,tlition and Subtraction Eqaations

A. Given equation of form z=l) * A, the child can show several ways of completing the

equation.
S. Ciren equation of form x _l y = + , the child can complete the equation in several

ways.
C. Given equations of {orms *1y=z-l- and xf y= *z' the child can complete

the equations.
D. Given cquations of forms x*E=y and l*x=y, the child can complete the

equations.
E. Ciu"t' complete addition equation (e"g'' xl y = z)' the chitd c-an. write equations using

numerals and minus sign (e,g', z - x = y) and demonsuate relationship'

F. Given counting blo.k, u'.,dioi number linl, the child can make up completed equations of

various forms.

*
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times ro complere the task. Nfhere a box is
divided vertically, a choice or decision point Counilng: Units 1 and 2
in the task is indicated. For example, as Units 1 and 2 specify several different kinds
structured in Figure 7, box IId shows a point of counting behavior (Objectives A ro F).at s,hich either of two difierent responses Analyses of these behaviors (Figures ) to 7)migirt weli be appropriate, depending on suggesr that each type of countin! task has cer-
whether rwo numbers are found to be the tain unique componenrs and prerequisites. Be_
same or different. cause rhe tasks are behavioraliy different, they

Once the componenrs are identified, a second have been included as separare objectives in the
stage of analysis begins. Each component thar curriculum.
has been specified is now considered separatel;,, Figure 3 shows the analysis for Objective
and the following question asked: "In order to 1-2:B, counting a set of moveable objects. The
perform this behavior, which simpler behav- key component is moving an object out of the
ior(s) must a person be able to pcrform ?" Here, set rvhiie sa yiog a numeral (boxes IIa and IIb)
the aim is to specify prerequisites for each of the !rnis behavior has tv'o prerequisites s-ynchro. niz-

T*=ilts
Because he

behaviors. ln contrast touches q,'ith counrs (box IIIa)

o can move ects out set as he counts

afe not rrrb)

ance. to lacilitate them, the child has no problem of rememberingI
Iearnlng of the higher level skill. More pre- which objects have been counted. In counting aitcisely, if A is prerequisite to B, rhen learning A fixed set (Objectivc C; Figure 4), on the other
first should result in positive transfer when B the child must touch the objects in a
is learned, and anyone able to perform B should pattern in order not to miss any obiects
be able to perform A as well. The first set of (tnor touch any of them trvice (cf. potter and
prerequisires appear in levei III of each of the Levy, 1968). This additional prerequisite is
charts. shown in Figure 4 in box IIIc. Since Objcctive

Continuing the anaiysis, identified prereq-
uisites are themselves further analyzed to dc-
termine still simpler prerequisite behaviors. This
can result in charts showing several leveis of
prerequisites, with complex interrelationships
among the behaviors (e.g., Figure 11). Analysis
stops u,hen a level of behavior is reached that
can be assumed in most of the student popula-
tion in question, or vu,hen anothcr terminal be-
havior in the set under analysis appears as i1

prerequisite. In the latter case, reference is made
to the analysis of that behavior (e.g,, Figure 5,
box IIIa). Sometimes a single behavior is pre-
requisite to more than one higher-level behav_
ior. Conversely, a given componenr or prereq-
uisite can have more than a single prerequisite.
In reading the charts, it is necessary to remem_
ber simply that a given behavior is prerequisire
to all behaviors above it and connected to it
rvith a line.

C has all the prercquisites of B plus an addi-

learning of C.

'l/'u'd,

,!fixed

tional one, C 'uvas placed
hierarchy (see Figure 2).

above B in the unit
a hy-

rl,iil

Objecrive D (Figure 5) adds still another
new componcnt. $/hen the objects ro be
countcd are physically scattered (unordered),
rather rhan lined up in a row or other recogniz_
able pattern, the task of keeping track of u,hich
objects have been touched is considerably more
dilficult. Beckr.vith and Restle (1966) presented
data suggcstine that this problem is typically
solvcd by iirst visually grouping or patterning
the objects, and then counring as if the set had
been ordered to begin v.ith. Figure 5 (box IIa)
shows this behavior of visual grouping as a com-
ponent of counting unordered sets. Box IIb on
this chart describes a behavior equivalent to
counting an ordered ser, and the reader is re-



Set of moveable
objects

Count objects,
moving them out
of set as he
counts.

la

lla

Set of obiects

Move first object
aside and say first
numeral ("one").

ilb

Remaining set
of objects

Move next obiect
aside and say
next numeral.

llc

Ullhen no otriocts
remaining in rat

Stato lait numcral
as numbor in rt.

llla

Set of objects

Synchronize touching
an object and saying
a word.

Recite numerals
in order.

lub

Word repeated by
another pcrson.

Touch an object or
tap each time
word is stated.

!Va

Repeated tap or
touch by another
p€rsrn

Say a word each
time thers is a tap.

lvb
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r lVc
See further

t analysis in
r1 -2:A.

Fig. 3. Analysis of Objective l-2:8.
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ferred to Objective l-2:C f.or further analysis.

Since C appears as a prerequisite to D in the
analysis, Objective D appears above C in Units
I arfi 2.

Objective E (Figure 6), counting out a subset

from a larger set, returns to the use of moveable

objects, as in Objective B. However, whereas in

B the child simply continues counting until the

set is exhausted, in E he must remember the

number of the subset he has been asked for
(box IIa) and stop when he reaches that num-
ber (IIc). Figure 6, therefore, shows Objective
I-2:B as a prerequisite to E (box IIa), and this

dependency is reflected in the unit hierarchies.

/
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-,

Fixed ordered set

of objects

Count obiects.

a

lla

Fixed ordered set

Touch first object
and say first
numeral ("one").

ilb

Fixed ordered set

Touch next obiect
and say next
numeral.

llc

When last object
has been touched

State last numeral

as number in set.

-)

Set of objects

Synchronize touching
object and saying

a word.

llla

Recite numerals

in order.

illb

Fixed set of obj

ouch each object
once and only once
(i.e., "remember"
which obiects have

been touched

lllc

Word repeated by
another person.

Touch an object or
tap each time
word is stated.

lVa

Repeated tap or touch
by another psrson

Say a word each

time there is a tap

lvb

Row of objects

Touch each object
in order beginning

at an end of
the row.

lVc

Fig. 4. Analysis of Objective 7-2:C.

-'t



Fixed unordered
set of obiects

Count Objects.

la

lla

Fixed unordered
set of obiects

"Group" obiects visually
(establish a pattern
for going through set).

ilb

Grouped obiects
(equivalent of an
ordered set)

Count obiects.
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ence among the three objectives appears in

the third component. To determine which

set has more obiects, the child must correctly

selec the set with extra obiects, while, to
decide whether the sets are equivalent, he

need only determine whether there are extra

objects io either set. On the basis of this slight

additional complexity, Objective H was placed

above G in the unit hierarchies.

To determine which of two sets has fewer

Fig. ). Analysis of Objective L-2:D.

Counting out a subset does not share with count-

ing fixed arrays the component of keeping

track of which objects have been counted. For

this reason, the unit charts show E as indepen-

dent of C and D. Objective F (Figure 7), on the

other hand, has both the memory component
(boxes IIa and IIc) similar to that in E, and the

component of counting fixed arrays (box IIb),
as in C and D. For this reason, the unit hierar-

chies suggest that Objective F not be introduced

until both the C-D sequence and E have been

learned.

At the same time as he is learning to count,

the child can be working on another basic aspect

of the number concept, ofle-to-one correspon-

dence. In Objective5 G, H, and I, he learns to

pair objects from two sets to determine whether

the sets are equivalent or which set has more

(or less) objects. The analyses of Objectives

G ("equivalent") and H ("more") showed

neady identical compofleflts. The child must:
(a) pair the objects, one from each set; (b)

decide whether there ate extra (i'e., unpafued)

objects in either set; and (c) if there are no

extra objects, state that the sets are equiva-

lent; or if there are extra objects, state that

the sets are not equivalent. The only differ-

o

mlne set has and then

other set. This is behaviorally anal-

1
L/-

ogous to usrng negatlve information, which is

known to be difficult for young children. Thus,

the task analysis suggested that the concept

"less" should be more difficult to learn than the

concept "more". For this reason, Objective I
was placed above H in the unit hierarchy, yield-

ing a predicted learning sequeflce for one-to-otle

correspondence tasks in which "equivalent"

(G) is prerequisite to "more" (H), which is in
turn prerequisite to "less" (I).

The sequence G-H-I is supported empirically
in a study by Uprichard (unpublished,) in
which
than"
for

"equivalent to",
@

was shown to

"greater than", and "1ess

be the

On the other

\Vang (1973)

*"
data from a scaling study by

suggest that
the concept '

alent"

learn
' before they learn "equiv-
O\, a y\/\ sr !,t1,

Thus, there is some doubt as to the ap-

propriate sequence for Objectives G and H; it
may, in fact, be likely that both objectives will
be learned most easily when taught simulta-

neously, as "contrast" cases for one another. The

Uprichard and the rWang findings arc in agree-

ment concerfling the dependency of the concept

of "less than" on "more" and "equivalent". In
addition, Donaldson and Balfour (1968) found

that children at about age four typically respond

to the term "less" as if it were synonymous with
"more". Thus, for this concept, existing empiri-

cal data support the predictions derived from
task analysis.

ECtS

u;.0!

-'l
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llla - -'i
I

See further
analysis in

1-22B,

Fig. 6. Analysis of Objective l-2:8.

Nunzerals; Unks 3 and 4

Units 3 and 4 introduce written numerals.
Objectives A, B, and C in each unit establish the
basic skills of recognizing and reading numerals.

Objectives D through F are intended to en_
that the child attaches meaning to the

written symbols. In D, he matches sets with
thus combining counting and numer_

The of
skills. In E, the child compares numerals

(A),
(B), and is a basic this

outthe names of a set ob-
1S elsewhere in our program for

L

x
size of rhe sets represented. The analysis of
objective showed as prerequisites counting

a set of the size indicated by a numeral and
comparing sets by one-to-one correspondence.
Neither of these behaviors is a component in the
sense rhat skilled persons would actually per_
form them in the process of comparing numer_
als. However, they are rhe processes that logi_

Numeral stated and
a set of objects

Count out subset
of stated size.

la

lla

Numeral stated

"Store" numeral.

Set of moveable objects

Begin counting the
objects, morring them
out of set as they
are counted.

ilb llc
When stored numeral
is reached

Stop counting.

Numeral stated

Remember numeral
while counting.

iltb

teaching labels such as color, geometric shapes,
names of common objects, etc, This sequence
has been empirically validated in two separare
studies (S7ang, 1973; Vang, et al.; L97L).

I
I

I

I

I
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See
in1

furthet an.lysk I
| -z c,D. i
------ - -J

Fig. 7. Analysis of Objective l-2:F.
r-l
\'\

cally underlie the assignment of relative value

to flumerals, and, therefore, represent prereq-

uisites to performing the terminal task with

comprehension, rather than purely algorithm-

ically. They are also prerequisites in the sense

that a skilled person undertaking to explain the

process to a novice would probably demonstrate

these behaviors.

Objective F requires ordering a set of nu-

merals. Two difierent methods of performing

tffiE k have been identified. The first method

involves placing the lowest numeral first, then

the next lowest, and the next, until the set of nu-

merals is exhausted. The second method is to
order two numerals, then arrange a third nu-

meral with respect to the first two, and contirue

inserting new numerals into the series by a

process of successive comparison. An elementary

form of transitivity (see Murray and Youniss,

1968; Smedslund, 1963) seems to be involved

in this latter method since a numeral is placed

as soon as a single higher numeral is found, and

comparison with the rest of the numerals higher

in the series is not required. This method is also

more complicated with respect to maintaining

a spatial arrangement and keeping track of

which positions have been tested. The problem

of creating ordered series is encountered fre-

quently in mathematics. In the present curricu-

lum, it appears again in Unit 6 where seriation

by size and numerosiry appear. Detailed analyses

of methods of seriation are preseflted in that

context.

Comparison of Sets: Unit 5

Units 5 and 6 are the points at which the

child begins to combine his skills in counting,

one-to-one and numeration into
number In

A and B of Unit 5, he a new

method of comparing set size, this time by

counting the sets and comparing the numerals

la

Numcral itatod;
scvral rotc of
fixed oUects

Soloct $t of
sizo indicatsd
by numeral.

Store

lla

Numcral strtod lf different

ltd

lf same

s€t.
Select the Recycle.

llc

l\lumbor in firrt sat

Compare with
stored number.

ub

A set of fixed obiects

Count.

lltc

Remember which
sets have b€en tried,

iltb

Number stated

Remember while
counting a set.
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See further
analysir in
1-2:D,

-__--__t

I llla
I
I
I
I

L

i
I
I

Va
I

tn

vb

See further
analysis in
1-2:G,H.

Ii
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

-t

I See further

Fig. 8. Analysis of Objective 5:A.

stated. Analyses of these objectives, in Figures
8 and 9 show comparison of sets by one-ro-one

correspondence as a prerequisite (boxes IVa and
IVbinbothfigures) @
bg-.po..iblq. fgr a,-ebild Io learn to_count and

sion of the nature of number comparison would
1n a case. one-

to-one correspondEfrtE- as' a prerequisite, the
curriculum ensures that children will relate their
counting operations to the basic mathematicaT
definition of number. Thus, specifrcation of the
process that logical.ly underlies the performance

Nae'.{ar $rl iz i,

Count sets and stata

which has morc objectr
or that leG hav6

same number.

2 3ets of

lla

First set of obiects

Count and store
number.

ilb

Second set of obiects

Count.

llc

lf two numbers lf two numb€rs
are the same d ifferent
State thal the
sets have the
same number.

that set
higher

number has

Stated number

Bemember number
while counting a

ll lc

Two numbcrs, stated

which strows

lVa

Two numbers stated

For each, count out
appropriate set.

lvb

Two sets
Pair an one.to-one
correspondence and
state which set has

more objects or that
s:tme

one

without able to
his comprehen-

I
I

I



2 sets of objects

Count sets and state

which has less obiects.

First set of obiects

Count and store

number.

lla llc

Two numbers

State that set with
lower number has less.

ilb

Second set of obiects

Count.

lllc

Two numbers stated

Stato which shows less.

ilrb

Stated number

Remsmbfi number

while counting

a set.

lVa

Two numbers stated

For each. count
out appropriate set.

Pair in one-to-one

correspondence and

state which set

has more obiects.

Two sots

rvb
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-)

See further
analysis in
1-2:E.

Fig. 9. Analysis of Objective 5:8.
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r---- ----1
I

llla

See further
analysis in
1-2:D.

being learned as a prerequisite helps to assure

that the new performance will not be learned

purely as an algorithm.
Objectives 5:C and 5:D require the compar-

ison of a set with a nnmeral. This represents a

coflsolidation of numeration skills taught in

;t--
I
I
I
I
I
I

----lvb

See further
analysis in

1-2l.1.
L

Units 3 and 4 and their integration with the

concepts of set size afid set comparison. These

objectives have as prerequisites reading numer-

als (3-4:C), counting sets (1-2:D), compar-

ison of sets (5:A and 5:B), and comparison of
numerals (3-4:E). Since comparison of sets and

la

I

l

I
I
I

I

I
I

-tt_

I

I

I
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of numerals are combined in a single objective, are encouraged directly to ..teach for,, each
the child's performance of objectives C and D specified objective.
can glve some assufaflce that the numerals the
child works with are tied to a basic concept of
number and set size.

5:E the
fows SO that

have

dren

ber
tion.

This test, along with most rests developed for
laboratory study of conservation behavior, can
be easily invalidated by teaching.s STith enough
rehearsal, the child will undoubtedly learn to
state, "They still have the same number,,, after
rearrangement; but there is every chance that
he will merely be saying what he knows the
teacher wants to hear. Although a minor prob-
lem in the laboratory, where rehearsal is usually
deliberately avoided, this would be a serious
weakness were the laboratory task to be used
directly in an educational curriculum, particu-
larJy a "mastery" curriculum in which teachers

sFor a critique of experimental tests of consetva-
tion, see Rothenberg (1969).

The task specified in Objective j:E is not
subject to this problem. A large number of
different test and practice items for the objective
can be prepared, and each new item presented
will require that the child figure out for himself

or ex- which row has more objects. If he believes that
ample, in successive test items for this objective, longer (or denser) rows always have more, the
the longer row might have fewer ob,ecrs, the teacher will surely discover it. This particular
longer row more objects, two rows of equal test of number conservation was chosen because,
length mryht have difierent numbers of objects, in a pilot experiment, it showed a strong cor-
and two rows of unequal length might have an relation (r 0.77) with the standard test of
equal number of objects. Successful perform_ number conservation described above. More
ance of this task requires that the child attend formal experiments to validate this finding are

now underway.

Figure 10 shows the analysis of Objective
5:E. There are rwo alternative methods by
which the child can solve the problem posed by
this task. In the "counting method" (box IIa),
he counts each set separately and then compares
the stated numbers. This is equivalent to Ob-
jective 5:A, to which the reader is referred (box
IVa). The "one-ro-one correspondence method,,
(box IIb) requires that the child visually ,,pair,,

the objects in the two rows, and then determine
whether there are "extra" items in either set.
Vith the exception of the components of visu-
ally pairing the objects (box IIIb) and remem-
bering which have been paired (box IVb), this
process is the equivalent of Objectives G and
H in Units L and 2, which are therefore ref_
erenced in box Va. However, it should be rec-
ognized that the process of visual pairing, with
its concomitant memory demand (box IVc),
substantially increases the difficulty of the task
and may be one of the reasons that young chil-
dren tend strongly to respond to the physical

to number as a dimension independent of
length. Thus, the objective constitutes a some-
what unorthodox test of conservation of num_
bet (Piaget, 1965)

A more usual test of conservation is to pre-
sent two sets of objects, paired ro one-to-one
correspondence, and obtain agreement from the
child that the sets are equal in number. One of
the rows is then conuacted, expanded, or other_
wise rearranged, with the child watching, and
the child is then asked whether the sets still

the same number. Non-conserving chil-
do not recognize that equivalence of num-
is maintained despite sparial transforma-

shape of the arruy in conservatioo tests.
In Objective 5:F, the child must compare

several sets, selecting the one with the most (or
fewest) objects. The task analysis for this ob-
jective showed a process of successive compar-
ison. Two sets are compared and the largest
selected; then the selected set is compared with
the third set, and the largest of these two se-
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{not paired}

Stats which totY

har morc, r6gardlaas
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ilb
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METHOD

lla

COUNTING

METHOD

tllc
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illd
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llla
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iltb

2 rows of obiect3
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tvb
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Pair obiocts.

lVc
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although in America it has been almost com-

pleteJy overshadowed by conservarion as a ropic
of interest to developmental psy6fielogists.

There are at least two different methods for
performing the seriation task. One method is

to select the largest (or smallest) of the array,
then the largest (or smallest) of those remain-
ing, and continue until ail items have been

selected and placed. This is the method of "op-

erational seriation" described by Inhelder and

Piaget (1954). Figure 11 shou,s the analysis

of this method for seriating objects. Boxes IIIb,

I

I

Fig. 10. Analysis of Objective 5:E.

lected. The process is anaiogor-rs to the one number. This ability is treated .as an important
already described as a component of ordering irp.ir'6t the number concept by Piaget (1961), *
numerals.

Seriatir.tn; Unh 6

A child's ability ro seriare sets according ro

numerosity (Objective 6:C) demonsuates his

comprehension of the ordered relationship
among sets of different numerosity, and thus is

yet another indicator of the chiid's possession

of an operational number concepr. Seria,tion by.

numefosity5slze

basis for
ordinal and
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I
I

! See furttrer

I analysis in
I 6:A.
I _l

IVb, and IVc describe a set of prerequisites con-

cerning the performance of sequential opera-

tions. These are common to size seriation and

set seriation. An additional hypothesized pre-

requisite for size seriation is the abiliry simply
to recognize a misordering (box IIIc). Accord-

ing to our informal observations during at-

tempts to teach seriation directly, many children
who cannot seriate also lack this ability.

The sharpest difference between size and set

seriation seems to lie in the process of selecting

the largest in the array. Selection of the largest

size object can be accomplished by direct per-

ceptual inspection, which permits comparison

of several objects virtually simultaneously. Se-

lection of the more numerous set, howevef, re-

quires successive comparisons of pairs o{ sets.

Successive rather than simultaneous comparison

is also required for size seriation when the task

is performed tactually rather than visually, or

when the difierences between adjacent sizes are

so slight as to require direct measurement. Tac-

tual seriation is more difficult than visual seri-

ation (Inhelder and Piaget, 1964). By analogy,

la

obiec$ of gfaduated si.es

Seriate according to size.

Next largeit
(smallestl

Place in
next position.

lrd

S€l?ct largest
(smallestl of the set.

lla

Otiect

ilb

Largest (smallestl

obiect

Place in first
position.

llc

Remaining objects

Select largest
(smallest) of
those remaining.

I+1

3 objects of
difrerent sizes

Select largest.

lla

Sequentially
ordered task

Perform operations
in the proper order.

A partiaily
ordered series

Becognize an

incorrect placement
(i.e. break in the
staircase patternl.

lllc

Sequentially
ordered task

Remember
operationg have

been performed.

Sequentially
spatial task

Maintain a single

direction of
movement.

Fig. 11. Analysis of Objective 6:8 (Alternate 1).
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it is reasonable to expect set seriation to be more

difficult than visual size seriation. In addition,
selection of the more numerous set requires

operations of counting and of remembering

numbers while counting, neither of which is

required for size seriation. Thus, a reasonable

prediction is that learning size seriation first will
facilitate, but not directly produce, learning to

seriate sets.

Figure 12 shows an analysis of a second

method of seriation. Using this method, the

child orders two objects or sets, then places a

third item with respect to the first two. He con-

tinues placing new items until all items have

been ordered. A primitive form of transitivity
operates in this solution, in that the child need

not directly compare each new set with all sets

alrcady ordered. As shown in box IIe of the

figure, he stops as soon as he finds a set smaller
than the new set he is trying to place, assuming

that all subsequent sets will also be smaller. Of
course, at an early stage in learning, the child
might indeed make many logically unnecessary

direct comparisons. However, in skilled per-

formance of the seriation task, the extra com-

parisons should drop out.

As in the first method, the size and set seri-

ation tasks share prerequisites concerned with
spatial organization and maintenance of se-

quence. However, set seriation requires, in addi-

tion, counting and memory functions, and thus

should be the more difficult skill to acquire.

The two methods of seriation described here

for ordering according to size and numerosity

are directly analogous to the two methods iden-

tified eadier for otdering numerals (Objective

3-4:F). The same methods could be applied to
problems of ordering weights, color intensities,

or other dimensions. Thus, the logical opera-

tions of seriation are not restricted to size or7

numerosity, and considerable positive transfer-,

from one seriation task to another can be ex-

pected.

697

to problems (such as tactual seriation or weight
seriation) in which simultaneous perceptual

comparisons of several objects were impossible.

This hypothesis, however, is in need of a direct
empirical test.

Add.ition and. Sub*action: Units 7 and. 8

lJnit 7 introduces the concepts of union and

partition of sets, in the form of addition and

subtraction. These concepts are included in the

introductory part of the curriculum in order

to round out and stabilize the child's con-

cept of set and number and to prepare him for
a more abstract stage of mathematical under-

standing. Children who learn to count reliably

under various conditions, as in Units 1 aod 2,

and who learn the relation of counting to other

components of the number system, as in Units

5 and 5, often seem to move naturally into ad-

dition and subtraction. For these children, an

expanded definition of "four" can include the

fact that it can be made of two "two's", ot of a
"three" and a "one", and,latet, that two "fours"

can be combined to make an "eight". The aim

of this unit is to develop these basic concepts

rather than to have the child memorize the

addition and subtraction combinations.

To implement this goal, Unit 7 contains

objectives that specify two difierent methods of
adding and subtracting. In Objectives A and B,

the child learns to use "counters" (these could

be tally marks as well as counting blocks, chips,

or other objects) to establish sets and then

unite (A) or partition (B) them. In Objectives

C and D, number is translated into length as the

child uses a number line in his calculations- The

of
a

second method, which
the more

!9gIEIS. As shown in Figure 13, the number

line requires basic spatial organization skills
(box IIIc) in addition to appropriate use of the

"zero" position (box IIIa), and the reading of
numerals. None of these behaviors is directly

called for in adding or subtracting with count-

ers. It is likely, therefore, that Objectives A and

B will be learned more easily than C and D.

successlve com-

Parlsons, ls

not to toa
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Fig. 12. Analysis of Objective 6:8 (Alternate 2).



2 numbers stated (sums

to 10), number line,and
directions to add

Use number line to
determine sum.

la

Position on number line

Read number.

llc

First number stated

Count stated number of
steps on number line.

lla ilb

Position on number line
plus second number stated

Count further the
number of steps stated.

llla

Number line

Use'0' as

starting position.

Fixed ordered
set of objects

Count.

illb

Sequential task
{spatial}

Maintain single

direction of
movement,

I llc
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Fig. 13. Analysis of Objective 7:C.
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See further
analysis in
3-4:C.

rately analyzed. Solving "word problems" (Ob-

jective E), however, is frequently quite difficult
evelr for children who can solve symbolically
presented addition and subtraction problems.

These children have difficulry in translating the

verbal statement into a familiar and solvable

addition or subtraction problem. Experimental

analyses of tasks of this kind are underway in our

laboratory ( e, g., Rosenthal, unp u b l,is h e d,) prepat
atory to experiments in teaching children to
solve verbally presented mathematics problems.

For many childre4, written equations or

word problems may be the best way of giving
instruction in Objectives A through D. These

children will pass Objectives E, F, or G simul-

I
I
I
I

-J

illdt-
I
I
I
I
L

lVa

See further
analysis in

1-2tC.

Hou..ever, since the two processes seem quite

independent, in the sense of having few com-

mon prerequisites, they l-rave been treated as

separate branches .n,ithin tire unit. Shoulci later

studies of hierarchical relationships among these

objectives sLlggest that learning A and B first

wouid strongly facilitate learning C and D,
these objectives w-ould be combined into a single

linear sequence.

C)nly after the basic concepts of addition and

subtraction are established does the curriculum

introduce u'ord problems and written formats
(Objectives E, F, and G) as specific objectives.

Objectives F and G require a straightforu'ard

reading of symbols, and have not been sepa-

t-
I
I
I
I
!
I
t_

I
I
I

I
I
I
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tr

taneously with A to D. However, the separation
of concept from symbolization in the formal
curriculum permits children who need to work
on one problem at a t:lr.r,e to do so, and to ex-
perience measurable success at an early stage.

The expansion of equation formats in Unit
8 is not simply a mattff of algebraic virtuosity. .

Rather, each step in the sequence is designed to
direct the child's atrention to some basic mathe-

asa
underl

are intended to show the child that
there are many ways of composing a given
number. They also provide occasion for demon-
stratiflg the fact that x * y is always equivalent
to y * x, the rule of "commutativity", although
this rule need not be formally learned at this
stage. Objective D (with C as a transition) re-
quires the child to complete an equation with
one addend plus the sum given. This is very
difficult for young children, and requires con-
siderable flexibility in the manipulation of ad-

dition concepts. One way of performing the task
is to treat it as a subtraction problem. To high-
light the addition-subtractiofl complementarity,
Objective E has been placed at the same level
as D, suggesting that the two objectives be

taught simultaneously. E requires the child to
construct subtraction equations that are com-
plementary to a given addition equation. This
can be done by either a "counter" or a "number
line" method for demonstrating the relationship.
In Objective F, the child is freed from pre-set
problems; he now composes equations in all the
formats he has experienced.

the child can be assumed to

IMPLEMENTATION AND STUDY
OF THE CURRICULUM

The curriculum presented here provides an
organized set of learning objectives around

which instructional programs of many types can
be organized. The particular form of instruction

-group 
uersus individual; "programmed" aer-

slts "discovery", etc.-is nor specified. This
omission is deliberate. The important question
in a mastery curriculum is not hou an objective
is taught, but whether it is learned by each

child. On this view, the school's job is to assure

that all children do learn, regardless of time
needed or specific teaching method. In this
work, a carefully sequenced curriculum is one
of the essential tools.

In practice, implementation of a masrery

curriculum implies that children will be per-
mitted to proceed through the curriculum at
varied rates and in various styles, skipping for-
mal instruction altogether in skills or conceprs

they are able to masrer in other ways. This
demand for individualization, in turn, requires

that there be some method of assessing mastery
of the various objectives in the curriculum. If
children are to work only on objectives in which
they need instruction and for which they are
"ready", in the sense of having mastered major
prerequisites, then teachers need to feel con-

siderable assurance that mastery has in fact
occurred.

In our classrooms, the need for assessment is

met through frequent testing and systematic

record keeping. A brief test for each objeqtive
in the curriculum has been written.a These

tests directly sample the behavior described in
the objective. If the objective is counting ob-
jects, for example, the child is given sets of
objects to count. If the objective involves seri-

ating rods, he is given rods to place in order.
The test informs the teacher of the presence or
absence of the behavior in question. Thus, the
test items are a direct reflection of the curricu-
lum objectives and define very explicitly what
the child is expected to learn.

4The tests are avallable for research use from Dr.
Margarct C. Nflang, Learning Research and Develop-
ment Center, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213. A charge of $5.00 covers costs
of printing and handling.
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After a child is socially comfortable in the

classroom and routines are well established, the

teacher or aide takes him aside and begins the

testing program. The first task is to find his

"entering level". This is normally done by ad-

ministering a special "placement test", com-

posed of a sampling of items from the units'

Children can be rated as passing or failing each

unit on the basis of this test. For units failed,

tests otl the individual objectives may then be

administered to determine exactly which ob-

jectives the child needs to work on. The place-

ment testing procedure is an efficient one in

terms of testing time, especially for groups in

which the entering levels of individual children

are expected to spread over a wide range. An

ternate is to administer the unit
1 and

until the

tests. This is the point

curriculum in which instruction should begin.

\fhen a child does not pass a test, indicating

that he needs work on a given objective, he is

given one or several "prescriptions", or assign-

ments, of activities relevant to learning that

objective. Prescriptions in the mathematics cur-

riculum are extremely varied. For independent

work by children, they range from interactive

games for two or more children to formal writ-

ten worksheets. Small group and individual

"tutorials" with the teacher are also prescribed

when needed. Conceptual mathematics teaching

materials such as those developed by Montessori

(1955), Dienes (1967), and Cuisenaire (see

Gattegno, 1963) are used, along with material

from virtually every major educational supply

house in America. Audio-visual devices such as

the Language Master and Audio Flashcard

machines are used, and other devices are being

investigated. Each teacher also continues to de-

velop many materials on her own to meet spe-

cific needs.

\7hen a child has completed prescribed work

on an objective, he is retested, and, if flecessary,

further instruction is provided until mastery is

URRICULUM DESIGN 7OL

difierent objectives during a given instructional

period, working up independent branches of the

hierarchy. As the child moves through the cur-

riculum, a pre-test on each new objective ot unit

assures that he witl be allowed to skip over

objectives he has been able to learn on his own'5

The testing program serves the teacher as a con-

stant check on her success in teaching. The test

outcomes also provide our research and devel-

opment staff with a data base for continued

study and evaluation of the curriculum. In ad-

dition, they can serve as a dependent variable

in classroom research of other kinds.

Some examples of the kind of data collected,

and the way in which it is interpreted, will help

to clarify the research role of the hierarchically

sequenced testing program. The graphs in Fig-

ures 14 to 19 display varying Patterns of prog-

ress through the curriculum for eight kinder-

garten children over the course of a school

year. Objectives mastered during each month

are marked with an X, yielding a relatively de-

tailed picture of the pattern of mastery shown

by each individual. The inset graphs are sum-

maries that show only the number of new ob-

jectives mastered. They are thus more traditional

cumulative records, and permit some compar-

ison of subjects.

As can be seen from inspecting the inset

graphs, there is wide variation arnong children

in the number of objectives mastered by the end

of the year. There is also considerable variation

in the rate patterns. Marie (Figure 74), for ex-

ample, shows a relatively steady, high rate; and

Roy (Figure 16), a steady but slower rate;

Robert (Figure 15), on the other hand, placed

-Eil-"fi".,iveness of the general procedure can be

estimated from data on the use of the program in
out developmental classrooms in an inner'city school'

In 1970, kindergarten children using the program

had a median grade equivalent of 1'5 in the \fide
Range Achievement Test. First gradets, also in the

prcgtarn, showed a median of 2.4. Thete was no

iori"l .o.rttol group, but the ogrfglnqancg 
-9-fJS-gggd-

grade children in the same school who had never

used the program provides a rough comparison'

These children's median grade equivalent was 2'3,

demonstrated' A child may work on several srghtly lower than that of the first graders'

i "*f,or*o 
l ' 

O"wt ra ( ' Y{
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Fig. 14.Individual masrery patrern (Marie)

high in the curriculum early in the year, butthereafter proceeded at a rarher modest rate.

I,^t^O:r*.-ance 
suggests thar he hacl alreacly

Deen exposed to most of the lower_level con_

::f ,r before enterin5i kindergarten. Kenneth
(Figure 17), too, made very rapid progress dur-ing the hrst part of the y.u., boi fri .1,. of
mastery thereafter was nor difierent from rhat

1
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APR. MAY

gives in{ormation concerning the order in which

objectives were learned and the parts of the

curriculum that seemed most difficult to learn.

of George (Figure l9), the slowest srudent in

the group shown.

Examination of the main, detailed graphs
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This information is mainly important for the
further study and modification of the curricu-
lum, but it also suggests some limitations on
interpretation of the fite data discussed above.

Fig. 16. Individual mastery pattern (Roy).

The graphs reveal that the order of progression

was rarely "linear". That is, jhildren often,
new units before all ones

were some were typically

I
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APR. MAYocr

learned out of "numerical order" (e.g., units 9
and 1l belore ith only a few exceptions,

however, there were no violations of the orders

permitted by either the within-unit or between-

unit hierarchies. \7hile the infrequency of such

violations supports the validity of the hierarchi-

cal sequences in a general way, it cannot be

counted as very firm evidence in favor of the
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Iig. 18. Individr-ral masrery patrern (John).

derails of the hierarchy. This is because teachers dation of the hierarchical sequences requirestypically prescribed the rinits and objectives in other forms of experimental evidence (see Res_the orders specified as permissible, and children nick and $Vang, 1969; Resnick, in pre:t),therefore learnecl them in those orders. v^r;_ ;'r.;; J;: are in fact being conducted

1
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\\rith respect to tile present curriculum (r,9,,

$Vang et al., l9f 1; N(/ang, 1973).

The present data do, however, permit iden-

tification of objectives or units that are typically

learned slowly and N,ith difficulty. For example,

mastery of the eariy objectives dealing r''ith one-

to-one correspondence of sets (G-H-I in Units
I and 2) is often delayed longer than mastery

1
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of counting (B-F in Units 1 and2). Figures 14
and 18 illustrate this lag. In one case (John,
Figure 18), the child was well along in learning
numerals (Unit 3) before the one-to-one cor-
respondence objectives of Unit 2 werc ma*-ered.
For the children who progressed beyond Unit
), there was in most cases a slowing down of
rate of acquisition as the child entered Units 6
and 7. The relatively greater difficulty of these

units is reflected in a flattening out of the inset
rate curve at the corresponding point in time.

Other general features of the curriculum that
can be noted in the present data ate the extreme
difficulty of Unit 8, such that none of the chil-
dren had mastered its objectives by the end of
the kindergarten year, and the relative speed

with which Units 9 and 10 were learned by
those children attempting them. Findings of this
kind suggest the possibiliry of reordering these

units. Equally as important, they dictate careful
re-examination of the objectives and related
teaching techniques of Unit 8. This is precisely
the kind of work that we are now engaged in,
and, a much more finely differentiated set of
objectives on equations, together with fuller
attention to certain prerequisites, is being stud-

ied as a means of meeting the difficulties en-

countered in Unit 8.

Data of this kind, which can be collected and
plotted continuously through a school year, cal
provide a dependent variable for classroom re-
search of various kinds. In the absence of valid
measures of learning outcomes that can be ad-

ministered sequentially throughout an instruc-
tional program, much classroom research has

focused on measures of task attention or "non-
disruptive" behavior, rather than on learning
itself. The testing program outlined here pro-
vides an alternative. The

measures of the mathematical competencles

can

lum described here was in use, correlations for
kindergarten children with the \7ide Range
Achievement Test (Jastak and Jastak, 196))
arithmetic sub-test were 0.61 and 0.76.

Vhen used in classroom research, the data
from the hierarchy tests must be interpreted
with some caution, due to tl9_Elgg""l-djffigdty
ol&g$. For example, a slowing of rate of
mastery at the point of entering Unit 6 cannot
automatically be interpreted as due to a change
in some non-curricular independent variable
under study. More generally, even if all other
features of the environment are held constant,

mastery curves should not be expected to be

perfectly regular, since the interval or "step

size" between objectives is not exactly the same

at all points in the hierarchy. a reorder-
rng or of

some ones at the more
1n

to some

can expected to elimina.te 1t. The problem of
unequal units is, rather, inherent in any situation
in which a new behavioral repertoire is being
shaped and studied, as opposed to one in which
repeated occurrences of the same set of behav-
iors are observed. A testing program, such as the
present one, based on careful analysis of the
tasks to be learned, can contribute substantially
to a reduction of the measurement problem in
educational settings. However, careful exami-
nation of individual cases with respect to what
is known about general characteristics of the
curriculum will continue to be necessary in
interpretation of the data.

As these data and the accompanying diicus-
sion perhaps make evident, implementation of
a behaviorally designed curriculum in a school

of the se- does not mark the conclusion of a research or
curriculum development program. Rather it
creates a "laboratory" in which empirical study
of the curriculum and the effects of other class-

room variables can proceed while, at the same

time, children's immediate needs are met. Thus,
of-year scores on arithmetic achievement tests. the curriculum outlined here should be re-
For two successive years in which the curricu- garded as srill under study and development. By

M 4 waAtr s**rza
+ # obie-a.l\,/e3 .t\t* -
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reporting it at this intermediate stage, we hope

to provide both a practical guide for educators

seeking to develop a systematic eady learning
program and a basis for continuing exchange

among researchers interested in questions of
early mathematics learning and teaching.
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7lO LAUREN B. RESNICK, MARGARET C. WANG, and JEROME KAPLAN

REVIE\rER'S COMMENTS

The manuscript by Resnick, \flang, and

Kaplan is a very interesting example of hoN' a

"cognitive" skill can be analyzed in behavioral

terms. The authors have laid out in a very rea-

sonable fashion the steps, components, and

objectives of an introductory mathematics cur-

riculum. It is a remarkabie example of fine-

grain analysis of an abstract and important

concept (numerosity), in very s'orthwhile and

comprehensive levels of its operation (addition,

subtraction, equations, etc,')" The analysis o{ a

"concept" such as that (or those) into objective

behaviors is a worthwhile example for quite a

iot of our audience. The probably clever se-

quencing within this analysis also adds to its

educational value, as an example of good pro-

grarnming per se. The relevance to classroom

procedure is very good for a large part of our

audience.

Some discussion is included describing hou''

the data that are accumulated from the con-

tinuing testing program could be used as a de-

pendent variable for classroom research deaiing
q,ith both curricular and non-curicular vari-

ables. One of the most difficult problems oi

classroom research today is the lack of a stan-

dard dependent variable. Standardized tests that

sample skilis only once a year are clearly in-

sensitive and inadequate. The L,ehavioral analy-

sis provided by Resnick, \(/ang, and Kaplan,

together q,ith $7ang's materials, could very well

be a large step tou'ard a sensitive and compre-

hensive continuous measure of ski11 acquisition

in mathematical behavior.

On the negative side, it presents no experi-

mental data, and requires man! pages. It may

invite a flood of similar articles, almost certainly

of lesser qirality, whicb IABA u'ould be dis-

posed not to accept. l{owever, this one Invited

Article makes an example of considerable value,

which may prompt experimental analvses of

academic curricula.


